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4
CHAPTER I

.INTIRODUCTION

Men have asked orre fundamental question since the process of edu-
cation began:. "How shall we teach?" Many answers have been offered
only to discover the illusive truth has become more remote..

For the ancient Spartans, the reply was' a strict Military approach.
In fifteenth century'Europe, Erasmus suggested conversation rather than
memorization while John Comeniust seventeenth century solution was
inductive reasoning. Jean Rousseau, in Emile, pleaded for teachers to
find the needs and interests of children to assure learning. However,
Swiss educator Johann 'Pestalozzi believed that only, with real objectseme

ele

could teachers be effective. IncL837 Friedrich Froebel conceived ah idea
. ,

that social participation facilitated learning; yet the. early American dame
school responded with memorization, drill, and recitation. Latei, Dewey's
"learning by doing" philogophy offered another possible solution as eau-u 41k

cators.continued to search for a better answer. They ultimately foui?d it
in the self-contained clas,srOOm and in departmentalitation; in graded and

. .non-graded programs; in ability and informal grouping; in the Sc.. Louis
Plan and the Batavia Plan; in I. T. A. and team teaching. f

However, since 1969 the Sumxnerhill approach and the British pri-
1
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many school experience have led the way in mants lateSt effort to solve

the ageless query, with the open classroom concept.

The promise of schools that permit children to learn in a humane

atmosphere where they art encouraged to make their own choices soon

captured the imagination of teacher's. everywhere. Openness does not
4

suggest that a child co "his own thing" from morning until afternoon; or

having no schedule and a laissez-faire attitude. It does, suggest the child

Stiould- play a role in1d,,eciding what he ought to do, that'a schedule should

be flexible, and that children be given chances to assume responsibility

for their own 'behavior and learning. Its proponents believe that it is the

alternative form of education. It is a ray of sunshine. It is education

dren tom.Orrow. 1for children today and ford

4,But, does the vision of such men correlipond to realities?' Is it the

total answer ? --or does it open too many new doors?

To the basic question of ,"flow shall we teach?" thereis no one an-: of -

swer. Methods and organizational patterns in any one society alter every

generation or so as the structure and the ideals of the society change.

But open educatioh suggests a genuine compatibility with the Structure

and the ideals of our twentieth century democracy.

ORIGIN OF THE PROBLEM

Open educati.2n i founded on the notion of love, respect, and concern

1 John Pf!um and Anita Hanks Waterman, Opun,Edlication For Me?
0' (Washington, D. C.: Acropolis Books Ltd. 19.74), p. 23.

9
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for the dignity of each and every human being. Be Cause children

encouraged to express themselves in all areas with relative freedom,

teachers report that they have a more positiVe self-image, they are

more able to'express, themselves orally and in writing, they develop

a higher degree of responsibility and trust, and they hasie a more posi-
i

tive attitude toward'school. It was in this area of student attitude toward
. ,school that the .writer focused this study.

If open education is the 'answer for today's childf$n, they should.
),

/,i,,enjoy it, flourish with it, and be eager for the experience it offers.-
%o

air 's

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
. .

The purpose of this study was to determine whether intermediate

age children in an open classroom have a more positive attitude toward

school than children in aconventional setting.

HYPOTHESIS

to

There will be no significant difference in the children's attitude

toward school when comparing students exposed to an open classroom

,teaching strategy and those exposed to a classroom where conventional

Methods are utilized.

DELIMITATIONS

-k
V

. thi, study was limited to two elementary schools in the Belle

Vernon Area School District, Westmoreland County, Pennsylvania.

2. The study inVolved two groups of forty-five intermediate

V
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age children. GrOup 1, from the Marion Elementary Sthool, Was

taught using open.classioom teaching trategies. Group-2, from the

North Belle Vernon Elementary School,: taught using convesitonal

ts method's.

3. The children were not matched for this esearch by metal
. .age, *I. Q. , achievement; scoies.

4. No attempt was made to deterMine achievement or behavior;
.

only student attitudes toward school were considered.

LIMITATIONS,

1. The validity and clarity of the questiorinalre.

2. The honesty bf the students' responses to the questionnaire.

3. The child's general disposition at the time of the survey.

. DEFINITION OF TERMS

1. Teaching strategy - the implementation of a curriculum that

reflects the teacher's philosophy and the children's- needs.

2. Conventional classroom - a learning situation in which curricu-
. ,

lum, methodology, and organization arc teacher-centered and formal.

3. Open. classroom - a learning situation that is child-centered,

fre-xible, individualized, continuous, and humanized..

4. Contract - a signed agreement between the student and the
.

.teacher involving a specific amount Of work for a specifics amount of time.

54 Lev,e1 and topical skill sequences - skillsiin a subject area

/5
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,listed in levels Of difficulty or in topical units for continuous progress.

.6. Packets - a.teavher-made instructional tool designed to indivkru-
.

alize assignments so that,a minimum orheilp ,is needed.
I # ,

't

7. Attitude - the degree of positive or negative affect associated with
t.

.
a specific experiencp. i

.....,..
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF4..ITERATURE .

,

. t.

520 0

C6nsiderable literature has
.

sciences to discover fundamental

-.4-ritarramumat.,

been emerging in the behaviora1410
.

bases for behavior. ',The recurring

theme concerns the efforts to explain behavior through theories of Moti-,
v,ation. The basic element, perception, acql cept fundamental to behav-

..
-for analysis, concerns. how the individual sees the universe Which sur-

rounds him and, more importantly, how he interprets Each person

is rather unique in the way he relates to the environment' Attitudi&s

contribute to this y.niqueness and individual differences among people.

Therefore, p_pears importantrto understa:nd the formation of attitudes
?t .

.

and the conseqiiential impact they have on perception and ultimately to .

A childtS,atfitude toward school ,is one of many-stnificant.factors

contributing to his academic success or failure. --Even more tragically,

perhaps, is the student's subsequent failure in his adult life because of
4

_adverse attitudinal
gcharacteristics in interpersonal relationships. A

1 , . .
. # ,

.

deeper probing and understanding of a child's, attitude toward school,

himself, his peer group, learning, ancrliis*t6achers should give insight

that may result in not only a more successful school experience but an,
.4

even more rewarding adult life experience as Well.

6
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In light of this, he researcher focused this Study of education's '
. ...

. . .

affective goals Qn two mainsubtoPics: (1) the open classroom as opposed

'VP

. .

Ito the conventional clasiroom and (2) student attitudes toward school in

each of these4, settin

For most A ns, the concept of classroom life in the elem-
,/

entary school is a stereotyped one--thirty children of approximately the

same chronological age 'gathered in one rpom with one teacher. They
g

hive identic41 lessons, read the sametexts, are tested and evaluated at

designated'intervals. The atmosphere is one of conformity.

. Increasingly, attempts have been initiated to change the traditional

pattern. Whatever the name of the program or its form, the' essential.

concept underlying these new educational apprOaches is that children are

unique individuals whose learning needs can be met only in a relatively

free, active envipnment where each child can pursue his particular inter-

estad learning needs as they ar4e. I Educational priorities have shifted'

from contentcoverage, achievemthit charts, and regimentation to self -

direction, responsibility, decision-making, and self-respect.

One model an open classroom cannot exist belause each class

or-iroup of students is unique and must be dealt with in a special manner.

However, analysis of the literature on open education reveals a number

,of common threads within the structural characteristics of "openness."
v

1 Barbara Blitz, The .Open Classroom: Making It)Work (Boston: '
Allyn & Bacon, Inc., '1973), p. 4. .



In a stusly by Sc Treirer, 1 six broad themes of open education are

presented:

I. , The classroom's physical facilities are flexibly arranged to

permit movement of children and furniture as activities necessitate.

.The physical e.nvir?nment is provisiOed with an abundance ,a motivating

materials: 2

2. Within this highly stimulating environment, each child has a,.

large number of choices among the possible activities, contrast'to

being directed by the teacher to follow a set curriculdm. Rather than

the entire class or a large part of.it doing the same thing simultaneously,

each child selects his activity or he workS in an assigned area at his own

pace. 3

3. Following the. emphasis on if dividual work, another structural

element intro duced is the "integrated" time schedule and curriculum.

As the ifite'rests of the child stimulate himto pursue a project involving

several of the traditional disciplines, such as readin.g. for information

direttions, measuring materials for construction, and writing reports

of his activities, he is not constrained by a time schedule and Itrictcur-

riculum dictating, for example, thirty minutes for .reading, 'forty minutes

'Mary Ann' Scheirer, A Study of the Effects of Open Classroom
Education on Children's Achievement, Self Concepts and Attitudes
Bethesda, Md.: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED' 085 423,
1972), p. 4.

2

3.Ibid., P. 5.

.



for 'm ath and a compoSition.weekl y.1

. 4. Since there is little need for
,
hoinegeneous gebuping.or children

.

, .:.. -pursuing individual interests, a .friurtli strtictural delkelopment given
<

#
emphasis in open education is "family grouping, the combination of

,different age children in one classro4om. Asa consequence,' children

can learn from each other, yet not be stigrriatizat. d by being placed in a

"slow group," or be constantly bored, because the general level-of the

class is too slciw. 2 4,

5. The teacher's role in an open aassr oom is just astimportant. ,

as it is in a conventional setting. It becomes one c5f stimulating, -guiding,
. -

and facilitating learning rather than tlirectirtg, disciplining, and didacticnt,

teach,ing. 3

6. \Marly open educators stress that traditionaPevaluative devices,
.

,.particularly standardized tests, are constructed on the assumptions that
.

one child's learning should be ci)mpared with that of other children, and

thit children off' the same age leyelg should be learning approximately

the same material,

educators advocate

Asserting these' assumptions, to be invalid( open

records of individual accomplishments be maintained

by he teacher In the form, of regular ikritten 'Comments on each child's

ork. Written examinations, -if, used, should be viewed solely as diag-

nostic measures to uncover areas where further work appears needed,

lurid.

2
,

3 Ibid.

0
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and not to compare one child with another. 1.

2In another study Charles H. Rathbone, identified, what he consid.;

ered, essential characteristics, of open eduidta.tion. The salient pdints

of his model follow:

1. The central tenet of open education learning theorrstates that
,/

a child is an active andrcrtfoial agent in his. learning process. Learning

result's from this self-initiated, individual interaction with the morld'he

inhabits. The individual child is capable of interacting with almost any
4

element in his environment and learning -something from it; such elements

include manipulative materials, teachers, and peers. The reactions of

people to a child and his activities help him gain a realistic perspective

and understand g not,only in his future interactions -with other people,

but in his comprehension of the properties and utilization of things in his

environment. 3

2. The notion of tile curriculum being ordered and subject to neat

subdivisions into "disciplines" is rejected. The organizing force of a

-'curriculum should not be the structure of codified knowledge or any finite

set of ,skills deemed important by the toCiety,supporting the school, but

rather the child's own question-asking and - problem- setting activities.

2 Chailes H. Rathbone, "Open EdUcation and the Teacher," (Unpub-s
lished paper, Harvard University, 1963), quoted in Philip S. Morse, A

Survey of Selected Public Elementary Open Cla sroo s in New York State,
(Bethesda, Md.: ERIC Document Reproductiongervidks, ED 067 747,
1972), p. .17.



4Open education insists on h child's right to pursue whatever question.
i

11

interests-him, and his rig t to articulate freely his perception of any
'issue. 1

3. TA rejection o disciplinary boundaries has important impli-
cations, for the ps

- emph'isis of comp

competing when

cbologi al climateof the classroom. There is a de-
tition a Ong Peers because. a child finds difficulty~

h is engaged in a different task. Multi-age or ver-.

tical grouping 'le

in turn of ers a

spec- tives

4. 64 teach

to a co r sponding variety of ability and talent which

ter pos.i1 lity for seeing oneself in a variety of per.:

facts, ski

between t

sorc

i)
o pers ni of nearly equal status, one of whom may need some-

open education does not merely conveS, certain
epts to a student, but presents a-lateral interchange

thing possessed by

surrounding the chil

e other. To teach means to facilitate learninby
and helping him into situations where learning

can occur. The teacher is the trained observer; diagnostician of indi---....
9 vidual needs, presen er of environments, consultant, flexible resource,

and collaborator. 3,

S. Support o the community, and specifically the parents, is an
irlipoitant element in the success of an open classroom. Only when
strong support a understanding in the community exists can success

aIbid., p. 18.

19.

3lbid.. 20. '

18

I.
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'be contemplated. Par = is can be involved in a number of ways, melu-
L

ding the implementation o their skills and experiences in the classroom,
.

assisting the teachers with housekeeping, providing needed materials,

and serving in the library, or in ether related areas.,'

6. Another factor, trainin: d retraining of teachers and others

related to the program, is a mandat component of "openness" anci,,it

must be continuous.

Not only the twriepreceding model u any m

is dependent on various intrinsic ar;s1 ex

This opinion was expressed very strongly by fiertzberg and Stone .who,

ducation,
A

to be successful.-

along with many other current writers have defined the need for a move

toward a more open and informal approach to education. They emphat-

O

ically state: "Open education can work, in general and in most conditions--

and it does. 4,3 .

jr

Additionally, a team Of ALirican teachers headed by John Pflum

111 and Anita Waterman further iupport change in American education by

*41 .1/2'.4$ asserting that freedom with responsibility can make open education work.

Fundamentally, the Pflum and Waterman theory asserts that open educe.-_

tion works.for teachers who care and it works for children.

Pflum and_Waterman further demonstrat: "Since the school is

llbid., p. 21.

2 ibid.

r3 Alvin Ilertzberg and Edward F. Stone, Schools Are for Children
(New York: Sci,cken Books, 1972), In v.
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an inevitable part of our life, it must playa role in helping us to arrive
1 eat some conclusions to thproblem of life's Meaning." The open concept

suggests this responsibility belongs to the school and should be'provided in.

the structure of its prograrps.,

flum and Waterman emphasize there is no denying learning is\essential; scholarly pursuit and research nece sary; knowledge of cul-
tural heritage indispensible. However, it is not difficult to note that a
hiZd's academic experiences are often rather empty. Mtich is meaningless!

;Thee vital spark,of peisonal, concern is too often mitsing. The all-importarit
search for meaning in life is not a search for either abstract or concrete
knowledge; it is a distinctly personal quest that requires development of t
the affective areas as .

well as the cognitive and psychomotor. It is their
opinion that open education can best prepare the child for living today and
tomorrow because openness considers all facets of the child's development
critical enough to be approached individually.

,

Utilizing an organizational pattern characterized by team teaching,
N.nongradedness, continuous progress; student contracts, learning packetsb

and parent involvement, Pflurn and Waterman confidently believe they are
giving children -at the StayertResea. rch and Learning Center at Millersville
State College; Millersville, Pennsylvania, the Opportunity to ,mature into

independent, self-directed, responsible adults.r

Barth makes a similar assertion. He states:- "I am convinced

115flum and Waterman, Open Education, p. 15.
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1

;;that open education both plies priority on the e qualities of human life
....Anding4neaning in, and enjoying the many dimetisions of existent and
'Can provide the -means. most likely o resiilt in thVi developmezit."1

Mitzi follows the thinking of Froebel, Monq Sori, Dewey, ,Isaacs,
and Piaget in drafting the wheel of open ducatio t Blitz states:

All innovators share a deep respect fr the individualityof chAldren and for the right of the student talce responsibilityfor the direction of hi,s learniiig Most will; ree that:
1. children should have-the riglitpg,Sue individual .interests andactivitie-4.
2. children need. to be actively enfiage,ment and other people 'in order for inian.Ingf'3. the environment is of major imp,Or..7 t?ië in structuringthe learning of the Child. r

,6ha53reit learrrat theif own pgce and With their ownparticulai lean:Ling- styles.

ith their environ-
arning to occur.

5. learning sho be exciting and enjoyable.- 6._ the teacher's ro should be that PCdiagnostician,gnide, and stimulator. Z,,

On the basis of the toregoing, Bliti reaffirms Piaget's theory' that
the child is the principal agent in his own education and 11117ental develop-
ment, N.

In spite of much support, 'criticism and oppositisin have been directed
.toward the open concept in education. H.: C. Sun3 points out that educa-

tion based upon living experience cannot be contemp,tuous,of the organi-..

1 1

Roland S. Aarth, Open Education and the American School(New York: Schocken, Books, 1972), p. 371:%
2

3

Blitz, The Classroom, p.

H. C. Sun, "The.bpen Classroom: A Critique," in Curriculum:Quest for Relevance, grid ed., edited by William' Van Ti]. (Boston:Houghton Mifflin Co., 1974), p. 224,

0
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ization of facts and'ideas. He insists on a balance between a child's
personal fulfillrrient in school a /id the art of teaching itself. Further -, 7-4

more, Bruner warned that Johnny may be happy but he may be an idiot.1
Featherstone cautions about faddishness. To him the idea-of informal. -
schools alon,e is no more likely tp solye or cancel out the recurring

problems in education than did the gimmickry of educaticial technology,
abstract versions-of progressive educatiorx4or the-fake distinctions be-
tween child-centered and tei,cher-centered.classroomS. 2 A. S..NeilPs
Summerhill formulated a. theory onthe informal education of children
that has been both championed by some of the world's leading thinkers
and utterly derided by scholars and specialists of equal eminence. 3

-However,' Char es Silbeiman supported the-move fo informal edu-.

cation when he stated:

It would be satisfying, of course, to be able io point tostatistical data showing clear superiority for` informal schooling.The fact that such data is not at hand in no wdy suggests that dif-ferences in educational strategy are unimportant, dnly that welook in the wrong place to find their effects., As the NationalFoundation for Educational Researd.h suggests in its report tothe Plowden Committee, the consequences of different modesof schooling should be. sought less in academic attainment thanin their impact on how children feel about therhserves, about

I
Bruner: quoted in H. C. Sun, t;the Open Classrooxn: A Critique,"in Curriculum: Quest for Relevance, 2nd ed., edited by William Van Til(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1274), p. 224.

2
Joseph,Featherstone, "Tempering a Fad, "'in Curriculum:.Quest for Relevance, 2nd ed., edited by William Van Tit (Boston:

Houghton lAelifflinsCo:, 1974), p. 212.
3
aummexhill: For and Against, ed. Harold H. Hart (New. York:Hart Publishing Co.,, 1970), p. 7. ,

A

22



school, and about learning. For three hundred years or more,
schools have been denounced for their-capacity-to'd'estroy chil-
dren s spontaneity, 'curiosity, and love of learning, and for,
their tendency to mutilate childhood itself.' To'create.dnd °per.:
ate schools that-cultivate and nurture all these qualities without
reducing children's acadejnic attainment . . . this is a mag-
nificent achievement. 1 /

Pioponents of open education point out that childhood and the years

spent in school are valuable in and of themselves-and,not merely as a
°tirrte to acquire particular cognitive skills preparatory for the adt roleul.

-ta.follow in the world of work: 2 This underlying assumptionof open edu-

cation was probed and analyzed by Heather S. poob3 who concluded that

supporters of the open education movement are justified in believing that

a. child

)
should enjoy school and that "openness" does provide an atmo-

sphere productive of such enjoyment.

Roland S. Barth, one of the early advocates of open education, con-

siders 'seven characteristics of open education associated with a child's-

enjoyment of school: 4

I. A child's enjoyment of school is related to the number
of significant options available to him each day.

2. A\ child's enjoyment of school is related to his having
significant(thoicee in determining the activity in which he will be
engaged.

1
Charles E. Silberman, Crisis in the Classroom (New York:

Random House, 1971), p. 262.

2William Glasser, Schools.I,Vithout Failure (New York: Harper &
Row, 1969), p. 32.

3
Heather S. Doob, Summary of Research on Open Education (Bethesda,

Md.: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, El) 087 093, 1974), p. 12..

4
Roland S. Barth, "When Children Enjoy School: Some Lessons from

Britain," Childhood Education 46 (January 1970): 196-98.

2;3
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' 3, A child's enjoyment of is related, to his being
able to pOse his own problems and determine the manner in which

,. he will pursue them . . . with respect to the materials and activi-
ties available,

4. A child's enjoyment of school is related to the extent he

is permitted
'
to collaborate with his peers.

.
.

5. A child's enjbyment of school is related to the extent
to which he is trusted by adults. .

6. A. Child is likely to enjoy school to the extent that it has
a climate of consistent order.

7. A child's enjoyment of school is associated with the ex-
tent to Which explicit and implicit 'comparisons between his per-
formance and the performance of the other children are minimized.

Proponents of open education view the increased enthusiasm and

enjoyment of learning coupkd with greater respect for different person-

alities and growth patterns as vital (if not more 'important) as improved

scores on standardized achievement tests. Children, they contend, will

develop more positive attitudes, confidence, independence, and self-

esteem as a result of open education, and these qualities ate as valuable

to them now and in later life as an increased prbficiency in mathematics. 1

The movement toward open education incorporates the assumption

that children's attitudes toward school can be changed by modification of

their institutional environment. This is reflected in a study by Richard'
Gibboney and Michael G. Langsdorf. A more fi)sit. ive attitude toward

school was obSei-ved in a grOup of children in' the Alternative School

Doob Research on Open Education, 15, 12.

2Richard A. Gibboney and Michael G. Langsdorf, Final Evaluation
Reportlor the Alternative Schools Project, 1971-72, (Bethesda, Md.:
ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 067 775, 1972), p. 15.

N
t.
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Project undertaken by the Bureau of .lementary aneSecoodary Edtication,.

Washington, p: C. The Alternative students expressed a better attitude

about school in every dimension. Students who had "mixed feelings" and a

,small number with negative attitudes were responding to a question asked '
-'

of them to cite aspects of the traditptial schfrom which they had come

that they.felt were superior to the. Alternative Sdhool. Eighty -five per-
-

cent indicated they had no intention to return to the conventional school.

Data summarized below are deemed important in this study:

1. Attitude toward teachers:

. Student decision-making:

Social concerns :,

4. Course evaluation:

Alternative school students
were more positive.

Alternative students indicated
a much higher involvement.

Alternative students perceived
themselves as more involved
than did the controlstudents.

Alternative students were more
positive about their courses.

5. Affective concerns: Alternative students expressed
better feelingS about school. ,

6. Student relationships: Alternative, students perceived
less friction and more arniability.

7.a.Eqtcality of opportunity: No differeonce.

F: S. Wilson, T. Stuckey, and R. Langevin 1 in a study conducted

in Toronto, Canada, compared eleven and twelve -year old pupils in four

schools,. two in open plan schools and two in tradttioial schoolg. They

1F. S. Wilson, T. Stuckey, and R. Langevin, "Are Pupils in the__
Open Plan 'School Different?" The Journal of Educational Research 66
(November 1,272): 11'6-17.

S
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found that in almost every area the attitude of the open plan pupils was

significantly more positive toward school than the attitude of the students

in the conventional schools. For th m, Achool was more active and potent.
iThe open plan students viewed themselves teener, more interesting, deeper

'to"
,

thinkers, happier, and more likable; '
!14

Similaz conclusa\ons wer4 alio evident in anotlier research study con-

cerning open education and attitudes of students. .0. A. Oldridgel con-

ducted hi, study in the Overlander Elementary School, British Columbia
. ,

following' a one-year old open program with no outside control. Children

above the Primary level (132 of the total school population of 215) were

given an attitude questionnaire. The responses of the students indicated

'a highly favorable attitude toward the open school. Sevenq-five percent

of the children enjoyed the environment of Overlander open school more,

in comparison, than attending the conventional schdol.

However, a. similar but contrasting study by Mary Ann Scheirer2

tested 1,163 children in one open classroom school and five conventional

10 schools using Stanford Achievement Tests, the Children's Self Concept

Indicator, and the Children's Attitudinal Range Indicator.' -Positive atti-,

tudes were not found. Data were collected four to five months after the
h

et.

10. A. Oldridge, Overlander: A Study of Instructional Innovation
Involving Beginning Teachers Attempting to Nongrade an C2pla Area
Elementary School (Bethesda, Md.: ERIC Document Reproduction Ser-
vice, ED 068 442, 1972), p; 42. a

2
Mary Ann Scheister, A Study of the Effects of-Open Classroom Edu--

cation. On Children's Achievements, Self Concepts, and Attitudes (AbStract,
M. A. thesis, SUNY at Binghamton,

26
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initiation of 'the open classrdom methods, as as preliminary indicator of

the effects of these methods. No sigtificant differences in achievement

were evident betwee n the" open and the-conventional scllools". Thy kects

of intelligence and parent socio - economic status were meastyed andcon-
,

trolled by covariance methods. Both self concept and attitude toward
51

school were significantly les& positive in the open School than in the con-;

.

ventional schools. However, these results, are viewed by the researcher
. ,

as tentative because of theovery limited time interval between the begin-

ning of the open education program and the collection of her data.

An extensive study by 13ruce W. Tuckman and othetsi reveals more-
t

positive self-appraisals and attitudes on the part of op-en classroom, chil-iAr

dren than pupils inthe control group from the conventional schools. using

the School Sentiment Index', Intermediate and Primary forms, thirty class-

rooms weed observed and t ested on two occasions. The testing manual

published by Instructional Objectives Exchange2 reports Kuder-Richardsoil3

(K-R) reliability coefficients of .80 and .72 for the two forms used. In
N

this study, reliabilities of .89 and .77 erdobtained.4 These results on
4

attitudes, toward school show in grades one to three and four to five the
o

'IBruce W. Tuckman et al., Evaluating the Open Classroom (Bethesda,
Md.: ERIC Document Reproduction Service, ED 080 177, 1973), p. 9.

2A
nbn-profit educational corporatibn which cooperates closely with

the UCLA Center, fqr thebStudy of Evaluationin exploring how objectives
are used at various stages of the evaluation process..gf

3Richard
H. Gaylord, Estimating Test Reliability from the Item-

,Test Correlations, Ed,ucational and Psychological,Measurement, 1969, 29,
303-3,04.

4Tuckman, ,Evaluating the Open Classroom, p. 5.
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open classroom approach h4s led children to have more. positive attitudes

toward school. Thus, the research concluded that pen classrooms pro-
/

duce more positive affective effects than do traditional classrooms. 1

The preceding 'studies are of twofold 'importance: (I),they repre-

sent careful research in affectiveAeas of child development and (2) they

do suggest, for the most part, a genuine compatibility of open education

with the needs and interests of this generation of children.

s

Ne4
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CHAPTER III

PR9CEDURES/
The initial step in this study was to obtain consent to make a com-

4

parison between the open classroom and the conventional classroom from

Mr. Thomas Gilmer, Superintendent, Belle Vernon Area School District,

Westmoreland County, Pennsylvania.

The population for this research consisted of the intermediate age

students in the Marion Elementary Schoo/.and the North Belle Vernon
.64

/
Elementary School in-the Belle Vernon Area School District. From this,

population, forty-five students from the open classroom, in the Marion

elementary School and forty-five students from the conventional class-
.

rooins in the North Belle Vernon Elementary School were chosen as the

sample. Utilizing a' table of random !Ambers, fifteen fourth graders,

fifteen fifth graders, and fifteen sixth graders were selected from each

group for the sampling. No consideration was given to intelligence, sox,

school achieveMent, and socio-economic background.

To obtain the necessary information concerning the student's atti-

tude toward school, the questionnaire method of survey was used.. A

closed, "yes" or "no" questionnaire of twenty items was constructed

using adapted material published by Instructional Objective's Exchange,

Los Angeles, California.
\*Th

22
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A pilot study conducted inanuary 1975, pretested the question-

. naire on thirty intermediate age students at a third school location,

the' Vernon...Elementary Sch;o1, Belle Vernon Area School District.

Ten fourth, ten fifth, and ten sixth grade students were selected using

a table of random numbers.

In rebruary 1975 the author administered the final questionnaires

to Group I, the forty-five children in the Marion. Elementary School

open classroom in Pod D anZ to Group 2, the forty-five 'children in the ,

North Belle Vernon Elementary;.$chool in the iuditorium" . Directions

to the students for completion of the questionnaire were given orally.

Thy data gathered from the ninety questionnaires were next sub-
.*

jected to'sta.tistical 'analysis and interpretation. Twenty tables were,:

constructed where responses and percentages are shown. Chi-square

analysis was used to-determine-1,vhether significant differences in atti-

tude exist between .the two groups,.
,

ra
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CHAPTER. IV

a

ANALYSIS` OF DATA

In the effort to answer, "How shall We teach toda*Yis children '

effectively?ol the author has concentrated this study on one of the many

significant factors contributing to a child'S success or failure--his atti-
.

tude. Insight into the affective areas of learning S.nd the development

of positive attitudes toward school must be, the goal of those charged'
with the education of the youngr.

The available literature to date reveals that those who advocate
4

open education have not made claims of greater academic achievement.

Research has shown only that achievgment,in an open classroom is com-

parable to that in a conventional setting. If, however, research can

show that along with comparable academic achievement, "openness "'

stimulates 'Significant positive attitudes toward school, it folloNthat

open 'education might, indeed, suggest a genuine compatibility with con-

temporary education.

In a survey conducted by the author using a questionnaire (See

'Appendix A) constructed to evaluate the children's attitude toward the

school environment in which they function daily, forty-five children from

a conventional setting at North belle Vernon Elementary and forty-five

24
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'children from an open classroom at Marion Elementary were asked to
furnish their opinions.

Data compiled from'the ninefy questionnaires of the two groups
were tabulated according- to "yes" and "no" responses along with respec-
tive percentages. The statistical device used to analyze the survey data
for significance was the nbnparametric chi-square (X ) test. A chi-square
value was determined for each of the twenty questions. This figure was
compared to a chi-square table of a statistics teXtbookl at one degree of
freedom at the .05 and the .01 levels where it was determined that values .

of 3.84 and 6.63. respectively were necessary to reflect significance.

The following tables exhibit a consolidation of the questionnaire data
and an analysis for each of the questions in the survey.

TABLE 1,
AIM

.EACH MORNING I LOOK FORWARD
TO COMING TO SCHOOL

Question No. I. YES NO

Student
4.esponses f. "

No.
'.''. % No. %

.Marion 32 71.1 13. 28.9
North

Belle Vernon 39 86.7 6' 13.3

Total 71 78.9 l .19 21.1

Chi-square 3.27
)

Although the chi-square statistical value of 3.27 concerning the atti-

No statistical significance

1Taro Yamand, Statistics: An Introductory Anal} sis (New York:Harper & Row, 1967), p.379.
e)2Cirri
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tudes represented by this question is not significant, there are, however,

numerous implications that manifest themselves in subsequent questions

which warrant a deeper analysis of this attitudinal finding. To begin with,

the direction of the deviation of this resionse is one of four in the opposite

direction from'the Others. Almost eighty-seven percent of the children

in the conventional classroom at North Belle Vernon responded ayes" to this

question in contrast to 71.1 percent of those surveyed at Marion's open
,

classroom. A .p:Olsible reason for this might be noted. In Chapter I it was

Stipulated that no consideration would be given to the children's socio-

economic background. However, the children at North Belle Vernon come

from predominantly disadvantaged areas of the school district whereas the

Malrion students are drawn, for the most part, from the more affluent sec-

tions. :This factor, in itself, could exert an influence that might tend eo

proVide a more pleasant atmosphere for the Marion group as a whole. --
4happier environment in their homes is more conducive to play aJadactivities

that children find stimulating. The response of seven. more affirmative all -

swers at North Belle Vernon might well reflect the desire to escape from

an uncomfortable home environment.

Responses to subsequent questions readily reveal a far greater con-

sistency at Marion than at North Belle Vernon. Responses to questions

8, 9, 10, 12, '14, 17, 18, and 20 by the North Belle Vernon children do

not exhibit the same Positive attitude toward school that is, at first glance.

reflected in this question.
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TABLE 2

'THERE ARE MANY -DIFFERENT LEARNING ACTIVITIES
AT SCHQOL FROM WHICH I CAN CHOOSE

W1-14T I WOULD LIKE TO DO

Question No. 2 ' i YES NO

Student
Responses No. No. 5

Marion 45 100.0 - -

North
Belle Vernon 40 88.9 . 5

.

11.1

Total 85 94.4 5 45.6

Level of significance: .05

Unanimous agreementthe only attitude to reflect a one-hundred

O

percent response--was affirmatively expressed by the Marion open claSs-.

room group compared to 88.9 percent of the conventional classroom.
ii

Although the Marion open classroom has been operational only six

months, it appears the children there are keenly aware of the diversity

of learning experiences now available to them, and of the absence of

varied learning activities during their previous years in school.

Implementation of the curriculum at North Belle Vernon is focused

on.the textbook in contrast to the approacil.utilized at Marion, where the

textbook is used only as a supplement.. By utilizing coneracts, team

teaching, family grouping, skill sequences, programmed materials, pack-

ets, learning stations and audio-visual equipment, the curriculum exposes

the children daily tc; varied learning activities. It is interesting to note

that all theichildien surveyed at Marion were aware of this advantage.
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TABLE 3

ALL THE GROWN-UPS AT MY.
SCHOOL ARE FRIENDLY

.. -- .

Question No. 3 . YES NO

Student
Responses Not/ % No. %

Maiion 38 84,4' 7
/.'

.15.6

North
-Belle Vernon 19 42.2 26 . 57.8

Total 57
,

63.3
_.

33 36.7

Chi - square: 17.29 Level of significance: .001

This question may at first appear to be peripheral to determining

cirildrents attitudes toward school. However, the most significant dif-.
ference, it is interesting to note, is foundlere. Slightly more thn eihty-
four percent If the children at Marion twice the number of the other

group--reflected a very positive relationship with thor grown-ups at schopl_

in contrast to 42.2 percent of the children at North Belle. Vernon.

Furthermore, .utilizing- the chi-square technique of statistical,in-

ference, the chi-square value of 17.29 obviously is highly significant and

the question may not be as peripheral as first thought.

In Table 4, which follows, appears the first inconsistency on the

part of North Belle Vernon students relative to question one. Although

only 13.3 percent of the children at North'Belle Vernonls conventional

classroom responded negatively in question one that they did not look for-

cc-ward
to coming to school each morning, 46.7 percent stated in this question

35
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:TABLE 4

I LIKE TO STAY HOME FROM SCHOOL

Question No. 4 YES NO .

ent
Responses No.. % No. %.,

Marion
J

19 42.2 - 26 57.8
North

Belle Vernon 21 46,7 24.. 53,3

Total 40 44.4 50 55.6
Chi-square: 0.18 No statistical significance

they like to stay home from school. In contrast, 42.2 percent of the
phildr en from the open classroom indicated a preference for staying at
home from school. This vacillating attitude on the part of the children
surveyed at North Belle Vernon is seen again as subsequeI questions
are analyzed.

- This question revealed that a slightly higher percentage of the North
Belle Vernon students would rather stay home from school than would.:.,

tt/Itarion students. This poses a question: Does "home" mean the same..as ,staying in the house or does."horne" represent a larger environment
.

were children might roam? --an interesting and puzzling question.,i

) In Table 5, exhibited below, the third most significant difference

a

the survey is found for this question. Almost all the children (95. 6 %)
izgthe open classroom of Marion Elementary indicated they thought
th school looks nice, whereas 73.3 percent of the North Belle

36
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TABLE 5

. MY SCHOOL LOOKS NICE

Question No. 5 YES NO

Student
Responses No j'i % No. %

Marion 43 95.6 2 4.4

North
Belle Vernon g3

.
.

73.3 12 26.7

Total
1,

76 84.4 14 15.6

Chilsquaie: 8.46 Level of significance: .01

3

144

Vernon group responded similarly. It appears that, as in question two,

students at Marion'after just six months of "openness" are keenly aware

of the attractive envirop.rrient in which they perform daily. Only two of

the forty-five children expressed dissatisfaction vi,j.th the physical appear-
-v.1.

ance of 'their school as contrasted to twelve children of forty-five at

North Belle Vernon.

The necessity for a school climate conducive to learning is implied.

The significance here in favor of the open classroom suggests a highly

favorable teaching - learning setting.

Table 6, shown below, reveals that slightly more than eighty-two

42ercent of the children'in the Marion open classroom gioup expressed

the opinion that a new child could make friends easily in their class

while 68.9 percent of the children in the North Belle Vernon group ex-

pressed similar feelings. Although the difference is not statistically

37
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TABLE 6

THINK A NEW CHILD COULD MAKE
FRIENDS EASILY IN MX CLASS

tauestidn No. 6 YES
I

NO. 4

Student
esResponse's o.

ti

i % 'No. %

Marion
.

37 82.2 8 17,8

North
Belle Vernon

3J. 68.9 14 31.1
. it.

Total 68 75.6 . 22 .24.4

Chi-square: 2.17 No statistical significance

r

C

significant, this attitudinal finding does, at least, suggest that social

relationships necessary for a child's development are more apt to be

nurtured in an open environment. Interaction between student and

teacher and between students themselves is more apparent in an atmo-

sphere of relative freedom. 'The development of strong bonds built upon

mutual trust and responsibility, it appears, is greater in a setting where

a high priority is given to forming more positive human relationships.

Table 7, which follows below, exhibits almost identical data for

this question. Twenty percent of the.survey group at North Belle Vernon

indicated that school was too much work whereas 22.2 percent at Marion

expressed this opinion. It is, in both groups, clearly a small percentage

Who have negative "feelings concerning the workloi.d. In light of the ex-

posure to many innovative programs at Marion this might suggest a

feeling of being overwhelmed with independent tasks to be completed. A
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TABLE 7

"- I DON'T LIKE SCHOOL BECAUSE
IT'S TOO. MUCH WORK

Question No. 7 YES , NO
Student,

Responses
/

- Nn, % No.

Marion 10 '22.2 35 77.8
North

Belle Vernon
/9 20.0 36 80.0

Total 19 21'..1 71/ 78:9 °

Chi-square: 0.07 No statistica significance

slower pace at North Belle Vernon night be reflected in somewhat

fewer of the children feeling overworked.

I.

TABLE 8

MOST SCHOOL DAYS SEEM LIKE
THEY WILL NEVER END

Question No. 8 r- YES / - NO
Student

Responses
, ,..

NO. -No:; %

Marion , 18 40.0 27 60.0
North

Belle Vernon 32. 71.1 13 t8.9
Total 50 ,55.6' 40 44.4

The

question.

Chi- squarer 8.82 Level of significance: .01

.
second largest statistical variance in attitudes was noted for this

Also, again, it should be noted, clearly reflected in the- answers

.29
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,

to this inquiry is the inconsistency of the replies by thi North Belli Vernon
. . .

students to question one. In the initial question they overwhelmingly

(86.7%) looked forward to 'coming to school in contrast to the Marion re-

sponse
.

(71.1%). In an almost about-face attitude to this question, 71.1

percent of the North Belle Vernon group indicated their school days se
it

like they would never end--a rather dismal outlook--in contrast to the

Marion students of whom less than one-half (40.0%) exhibit similar feelings.

The obvious qu4s on relative to this finding simply is, why does

such a significant difference arise, especially considering the enthusiasm

I

...

exhibited, particularly by the North Belle Vernon group, in looking

i

for-

ward to coming to school? Perhaps the mportant aspect which' should be
..

,
considered concerns the basic nature of these two groups. The one group--

Marion - -is structured considerably different than the other - -North Belle

Vernon. The open classroom is more informal and individually oriented.
-.--

.,

The North Belle Vernon cfaldren indicated an eagerness to leave the

home environment each morning to come to school but then find themselves
-,-

in a conventional classroom 'structure that falls to sustain their interest,

to challenge, to encourage, to inspire and to accept them.

The more positive attitude of the Marion group, it appears, may be

associated, with the feelings of greater individual accomplishment which

is oflonger lasting duration triggering, as a result, increased motivation.
r

i
. . . ,

This becomes even more apparent when conditions peripheral to academics,

making friends easily, for example, are similar. 'Separating social funC-

tions from accomplishment it appears that achievement, growth,*and devoi-
d..

40 .

r
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' bpment acquire significant dimensional differences. The Marion group,3

"it appears, because of its high degree of informality has a greater proclivity
toward accomplishment. They cA to a greater extent shape their environ-
ment where their counterparts seem shaped by the environment.

THAT MAKE ME HAPPY I ATTEND
SCHOOL HERE

TABLE 9 .

THIS SCHOOL HAS EVENTS ALL THE TIME

Question No. 9 YES NO
Student ,

Responses
-

No. 'To
---
No.. %

- Marion . 36. 80.0 9 20,0
North

.Belle Vernon
' 2? 60.0 IS 40.0

Total 63 70.0 2? 30.0
. Chi-square: 4.29 Level of significance: .05'

Tab'I 9 statistics indicate the children at Marion overwhelmingly
(80.0%), as compb.r7t1 to North Belle Verfon (60.0%), considered their
school as having events all the time that made them happy they attended
school there... Event isgenerally defined, as a noteworthy happening.
What, then, are the happenings they considered noteworthy that made this
attitude the sixth most significant in the survey? '

It appears that visits by resou people,, team teaching, extensive
use of audio-visual equipment, art, music, and drama presentations
provide noteworthy happenings.

.1
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These events evoked positive fealings in the "open" group. Admit -'

4
tedly, no instructional program is the total answer but the attitudes of the-

Marion group certainly give encouragement to the,i)roponents of "openness."

TABLE 10
,

,1 r

- I FEEL GOOD WHEN I'M AT SCHOOL,

Question No. 10 YES NO 1

Student
Response s No.

.

% No.

Marion 32 71.1 13 8 9

North
Bello Vernon 25 55.6 20 44.4

Total " h 63.3 33 36.7

Chi - square: 2.34 No statistical significance

The school child must enjoy an environment wherein he can develop

n inner self, a set of values and goals, and a style of thinking and living

that are his own--literally his 1
own. At Marion thirty-two of the children

(71.1%) felt good while at 5_01°01 compared to twenty-five (55. 6 %) at North

Belle Vernon. Although statistically not significant, it does reflect a

healthier social attitude' on the part of the open classroom group at Marion.
i;)It appears that this more positive reflection is encouraged by the approach

at Marion where greater emphasis is placed on the individual than is the

situation at a more conventional setting. Hassctt and Weisberg,point out:

'Joseph D. Hassett and Arline Weisberg, Open E
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1972), pp. 55-56.

42
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The objective_is to help the child to retain bis personal in-
tegrity while participating as a member of..a group. Socialization"
that submerges the child into a. class and robs him of hil unique-

,

ness is to be discouraged. Rather each child's individuality must
be stressed within a healthy soci! aI.environment.1

-Parents, as well as teachers in the open classroom environment,.)
must'share the role in this respect. Unfortunately, there is very littlq, .

..a teacher can= io about home climate except to improve it to the fullest of
t--

her capabilities.

TABLE- fI

SCHOOL IS A GOOA PLACE FOR .'
WAKING FRIENDS

Question No. 11. YES NO

Student
Responses No. % No.

Maiion 40 88.9 5 11.1

Nort,*
Belle Vernon 44 97.8. 1 . 2.2

Total 84 93.3 6.* 6.7

Chi-square: 2.86 No statistical significance

The importance of school as a good place for making friends did

not reflect a great disparity between_the two groups. Both groups ex-

hibited highly positive attitudes. The conventional classrooin from .

North Belle Vernon, however, responded almost unanimously-97.8

percent; the- open classroom respondents recorded it 88.9 percent.

Regard for the social aspect of school seems to be slightly more import.mt

lIbid.
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to the conventional classroom student. Perhapsiecause of the relative

,frepdom and the almost constant oppOrtunity to socialize, the students
6. of

in an ope'n classroom are more ~intellectually motivated and less inter-

ested in forming friendships.. This appears to be an - important area of

inquiry.

TABLE 12

'SCHOOL BECAUSE-THERE .ARaSO
INTERESTING THINGS TO DO

9

I

uestion,N 2 ,.. YES NO

Student
Responses No.

.

% No. %

Marion 40 88.9 5 11.1
North

Belle Vernon 33 73,.3 12. 26.7

Total 73 d . 8 le k 17- 18.9

Chi-square: 3.55 tl No' statistical significance.

Just bordering on sighificande iat'-the .05 level with a chi-square
4.

value df 3.55, it is interesting to note that in this question both groups

displayed less positive attitudes toward tile "interesting things to do at

school" than toward. the learning activities at school in question two.

It appears they are both exhibiting a &?eater inclination toward the
*.

learning activities' they experience each day than the lesser academic

activities.

Because of schedule-conflicts the weekly activity period recently
/ f t

had been taken, from the children at the Marion open classroom. Theii
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disappointment might be reflected in their less positivi response. In
question two all forty-five responded positively compared to forty in

this question: Ironically, at North Belle Vernon where activity periods

are, still scheduled, only thirty-three responded positively tb this ques*-

lion. Questions 2; 9, and 12 exhibited a more positive consistency on

the part of the children in the .open classroom in contrast to North Belle

Vernon when evaluating learning activities, school events, and the "inter-

estizt things" available to them.

TABLE 13

MY TEACHER IS TOO BUSY TO HELP
ME WHEN I NEED HELP

Question No. 13 L YES . NO

Student
Responses No.

..
% No. . % .

Marion 1 2.2 44 97.8 '--

North
Belle Vernon 5 . 11.1 40 88.9

Total 6 6.7 84 93.3

Chi-square: 2.86

All but-

indicated the

No statistical significance

one of the children surveyed at Marion's open cla-ssroom

teacher is available and willing to help when they need

help. Forty of forty-five students at North Belle Vernon responded

similarly. Although the disparity is not statistically significant it

nevertheless favors the open classroom setting. The availability of

instructional aids, the presence- of a media specialist, student teachers*

4,S
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and family grouping could perhaps have influenced the Marion group's

$

almost unanimous response.

The queition of role definition of the teacher in tie open classroom

or the conventional classroom is difficult, if not impossible, to answer.

In either situation it extends from giv7r of information 4to guide, helper,

confidant. The teacher remains the interested, compassionate, creative,
.

resourceful adult- -the single most important person in the classroom. 1

. TABLE 14-

IT WOULD BE NICE IF I NEVER HAD TO COME
BACK TO SCHOOLAGAIii AFTER TODAY

Question No. 14 YES NO .

Student
Responses .No. No.

Marion 7 . ' 15.6 '38 84.4

North
Belle Vernon 16 . 35.6 29 64.4

Total 23 25.6 67 74.4

Chi-square: 4.73 Level of significance: .05

The sixth gteatest disparity in student attitude was recorded for

this inquiry. 'The students at Marion: (15.6%) were remotely negative

in this attitude when compared to the North Belle Vernon group .(35.6%).

Once again, the inconsistency of attitudes of the North Belle Vernon

group 'relevant to question one appears. It will be recalled that-86,7

percent of the students at North Belle Vernon looked forward each
C3 I

pp. 1084-113.
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l'- has already been pointed out for question oie that perhaps the anticipation

_ 40
.. . .

morning to coming to school. In this question, slightly more than one-

third of the group indicated they would not like to return to school. It
i

of going to school was an escape fram an unfavorable home environment.

Analysis has revealed that once at Sclythl, the North Belle Vernon group

displayed considerably less positive attitudes in comparison to the open .

\ 0

classroom group. The general attitude expressed at North Belle Vernon

poses several interesting questions: If these students exhibif such -strong
, -* ,

desires to come to school, subsequently express rather negative feelings
. f \

-- toward school, and then find it nice to consider never returning to school,

where,,literally, do they want to go? Do they want to return home or do

they have some other destination in mind? The Marion group continues

to reflect a substantially consistent pattern of answers.

TABLE 15

%

I LIKE IT WHEN MY TEACHER TEACHES THE

ENTIRE CLASS AT THE SAME TIME
,

Question No. 15 YBS
....--

NO

Student ,
Responses

No, % No. %

)
Marion 26 - 57.8 19 42.2

North
Belle Vernon

)
34 75.6 11 24.4

Total 60 66.7 30 33.3

Chi-square; 3.20 No statistical significance

The North Belle Vernon group responded with 75.6 percent of
AL
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the children preferring the teacher to teach the entire class at the Same

time rather than individually or in small groups. Only 57.8 percent of

the open classroom respondents indicated this preference. It appears

that almost:one-half of the Marion group Value their individuality and

in spite of the newness of the program/ 'apparently like to proceed through

materials either individually at a self-determined pace, or in small

ability groups. Here, again, the child in a self-contained classroom

whp has not been exposed to the highly individualized instruction possible

in "openness" can not judge its'merits.

TABLE 16

I FEEL UNHAPPY WHEN OTHER. CHILDREN
rib SOMETHING BET.-TER..THAN I DO

Question No. 16 ft YES NO

Student
RespOnses No. % No.

Marion 12 26.7 33 73.3

North
Belle Vernon 12 26.7 33 73.3

. .
Total 24 26.7 66 73.3

Chi-square: 0.00 No statistical significance

It is interesting to note that both groups had identical opinions for

this, question. Both at North*Belle Vernon and Marion only 26.7 percent

of the children irdicated the' feel unhappy when other children do some-

thing better than they do. Tetachers in both open and conventional

48
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environments have apparently successfully prevented the children from

4
becoming anxious because of others' success. Large. group, Leterogeneous

instruction has not, in terms*Pftthis data, created any intra-group re-
.-

sentment at North Belle Vernon. Identically, only the same small per-

centage of the students at Marion resented better performance on the

part of their peers. It appears great effort is being made in both pro-

grams to prevent. the children from becoming critical of one another.

TABLE 17

I WOULD RATHER DO ALMOST ANYTHING
'ELSE THAN SCHOOL WORK

Ques on No. 17 YES NO
4 Student

Responses

.

No. % No. .

Marion 14 31.1 31 68.9

North
Belle Vernon 23 51.1 22 48.9

Total 37 41.1 53 58.9

acd-squre: 3.72 No statistical significanCe

In the Marion group 31.1 percent of the pupils surveyed indicatedL--
they would rather do almost anything else than school work as contrasted

to the conventional classroom students at North Belle Vernon who re-
l.

sponded with more than one-half (51.1%) indicating they would rather

do anything else. This attitude is just on the border of significance at

the .05 level. It greatly favors a positive attitude toward school present

in the Marion open classroom group. Additionally, the response from
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Belle Vernot group reflects another inchsistency. The chil-

dren in ated in question one they looked forward to coming to school

each moving. However, it reinforces their sentiments expressed in

four that they like to stay home from school, and in questioaquestion

eight thit their school days seem like they Will never end. The twenty

percentage points difference in positive responses in the question sug-

gests many more of the students in the Marion open group have accepted

their daily tasks with ease arid perhaps a degree of enjoyment.

TABLE 18

IT IS HARD FOR ME TOiSTAY HAPPY AT SCHOOL
BECAUSE I WISH I COULD BE

SOMEWHERE ELSE

4Question No. 18 J YES NO

Student
Responses No. % No.

Marion 11. 8' 37 82.2

North
Belle Vernon

20 44..4 25 55,6

Total 28 31.1 6.2 68.9

Chi- square: 7.47 Level of significance: .0I

The data examined in this question reveal a high degree of Sign-ifi-

datice at tie .01 level. Only 17.8 percent of the Marion children in the

study expressed a desire to be somewhere other than school, while

44.4 percent of the children at North Belli. Vernon indicated it is hard

- .far them to stay happy at school because they wish they could be some-'

where else. The high percentage of children (82.2%) at Marion who b

50
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expressed happy feelings about school suggests the posibility that the

new program is satisfying the children's needs. The responses from

question seventeen coupled with these indicate the child in an informal
1

classroom might ript be "happy but an idiot."

happy, working, and making progress.

TABLE 19

He might be genuinely

OTHER- CHILDREN ARE OFTEN NOISY AND
BOTHER ME WHEN P.M TRYING TO

DO MY SCHOOL WORK

Question No 19 YES NO

Student
Responses

No. % ko. %

Marion 41 91.1 4 8.9

North
Belle Vernon

3 -8' 84.4 - 7 15.6

Total 79 87.8 11 12.2

Chi-square : 0.93 No statistical significance

Both groups were bothered significantly by noise--91.1 percent

at Marion and 84.4 percent at. North Belle Vernon- -and it is interesting

to speculate as ttiwhat "noiseirmeantr5 both groups. Does the same

type of noise bother each group? Dops the child in an informal class-
,

room recognize the poise but better accepts it because he has the
1

freedom to move from it physically, if hetchooses, whereas, the seated

1Bruner, quoted in H. C. Sun, "The Open Classroom: A Critique, "
in Curriculum: Qu.st for Relevance, 2nd ed., edited by William Van Til
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1974), p. 224.
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child in a conventional classroom.cannot? Undoubtedly the noise level

is signifiCantly higher in open classrooms but, are the students in these

settings more able to shut out this distraction ?, The responsqs made to

this question lend themselves to further study and to possible reaommenda-

dons concerning teacher-pupil ratios in open classrooms in order to mini-
/

mize the possibility of disturbance.

TABLE 20

SCHOOL IS A HAPPY PLACE FOR ME TO BE

-

Question No., 20 YES - NO

Student
Responses

No. %, No. %

Marion v 36 80.0
;

9 20:0

North
Belle Vernon, 36 80.0 9 20.0

'-.-...0.

Total. 72 80.0 18 20.0 r,

Chi-square: 0.00 No statistical significanci`i"- .

Both groups recorded identical responses for this question--

80.0 percent indicated that school is a happy place for them both at
Af.

Marion's open classroom and at North Belle Vernon'sconventional

setting. Responses here, as in question seventeen, lend themselves

to even deeper analysis and further speculation. Did most of the

dents in both groups, because this was the last question in the survey,

lay aside all thought and openly reveal that school is a happy place for

them in spite of varying conditions? Is the teacher, in any setting, in .
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any period of time, still the only factor in forming a child's attitude

toward school and his ultimate success or failtre? Will the open concept

be followed by still newer approache'd attempting to answer the ageless

query--"How shall we teach?"
e

./In light of the analyses presente, findings, conclusions annec-
-

ommendations follow in Chapter V.-

1
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CHAPTER y

FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Findings

Utilizing chi-square analysis to determine whether significant

ti

differences in attitude toward school exist between the Open classroom

group at Marion and the conventional classroom group at North Belle

Vernon, chi-square values of 3.84 at the .05 level and 6.63 at the .01

level were necessary to reflect significance for each question. The

following findings resulted:

1. Although not significant, a chi-square value of 3.27 favored
the conventional group at North Belle Vernon--86.7 percent
of whom looked forward to coming to' school each morning as
opposed to 71.1 percent in the open classroom.

2. When considering the presence of different learning-activities
from which- they can choose what they like to do, a statistically-`'
significant 5.29 chi-square value was found falioring the chil- .

dren in the open classroom--100.0 percent responded affirma-
tively. in contrast to 88.9 percent from North Belle Vernon.

3. A highly significant 17.29 chi-square value at the .001 level was
obtained when in the Marion group, 84.4 perbent of the children
found the grown -ups at school friendly; 42.2 percent responded
similarly at North Belle' Vernon.

There was little disparity (chi-squar, value of 0.18) between the
two groups when the desire to-stay home from school was con-
sidered--42.2 percent of the open group and 46,7 percent of the
conventional group responded affirmatively.

5. When appraising the appearance of the school, 95.6 percent of
the open-group indicated Jhey thought their school looked nice as

47
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opposed to 73.3 percent at North Belle Vernon. A highly signifi-
cant 8.46 chi-square value (.01) was obtained here,

6. When asked if a new child could make friends easily in their class,
82.2 percent-of the open group responded "yes" in contrast to ..*
63.9 percent at North Belle Vernon. A chi-square value of 2,17
indicated no significant difference.

- ,

7. Wheit comparing the two groups' attitude concerning school being
too much work, no significant diffeience was found (chi-square
value of 0.07). However, it -was the North Belle Vernon group
which responded motet positively-80.0 percent, as opposed to
77.8 percent at Marion.

8. The open group displayed a significant 01) positive attitude (chit-
squa alue of 8.82) when considering "most school days seem
lik wi ver end." Only 46.0 percent at Marion responded - 1

"ye it' collest to 711 percent at North BeUe Vernon. .

9. When asessing whether their school has events all the time that
make them happy they attend school there, 80.0 percent of the
Marion group responded "yes" with 60.0 percent of the conventional

. group responding similarly, yielding a chi -square value of 4.29
which was- Significant at the .05 level. . , ',-.,. k

--ik.. .
10. The positive responses favored the open group when appraising the

"good feeli I g" in school--n. 1 percent Marion; 55.6 percent North
Belle Vern n butthere was no statistical significance (2.34 value)
found in th chi - square analysis.

signific nt difference was found (2.86 chi- square value) between
the two gro ps when judging the school as a good place for making
friends.. Hi wever, 97.8 percent of the North Belle Vernon group

onded es ".in contrast to 88.9 percent ax Marion.

12., Just border ng on significance it'the .05 level, with a chi-square
value of 3.5 , almost eighty-nine percent of the Jvlarion group and
73.3 cen of the North Belle Vernon group responded they like
scho eca se there are so many interesting things to do.

o

13. The disparity in question thirteen is not statistically significant
(chi - square aloe of 2.86). Almost ninety-eight percent of the
open group nd, 88.9 percent of the North Belle Vernon group
stated their eacher is never 4* burly to, help them..

see

14. A statistica variance (chi-square value of 4.73) was found in
question'foucteen. Only 15.6 percent of the Marion open group
expressed the bpinion that it Would be nice if they never had to

'e
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return to schools again as contrasted to 35.6 perterit at North
Belle Vernon.

15. Although statistically not significant (chi7square value of 3.20),
42.2 percent oe Marion group preferred small group and
individualized instruction; onlit 24.4 peicenkindica,ted this pref-
erence a North Belle Vernon.

16. Responses were identical when considering the success of other
children; 26.7 percent of the children at both schools feel unhappy
when other children do something better than they do. (A chi-
square value of 0.00 was obtaiied)

17. Bordering on significance with a chi-square value of 3.72, gues-
s tion seventeen favors the open group; 31.1 percent at Marion as -

opposed to 51.1 percent at North Belle Vernon expresped a desire
to do almost anything else. other than school work.

18. A high percentage (132.2%0) of the childien in the open group ex-
prdssed positive feelings..about staying happy at school in contrast
to North Belle Vernon (55.6%). Here, a chi-square value of 7.47
was significant at the .01 level.

19. No significant difference (chi-square value of 0.93) was found when
evaluating noise in school; 91.1 percent-of the Marion group and
84.4 percent of the North Belle -Vernon group found the distraction
annoying.

20. For the second time in the survey, the responses from the two
groups were identical;. 80.0 percent of the children at both Marion-

and Nth Belle Vernon ex-Pressed an opinion that school is a
happy Pace for them to be. (Chi-square value of 0.0.0)

Conclusions

The proponents of open education agree openness is a state of mind.'

Carpeting, carrels, and 'open spaces do not guarantee a good educational

system, nor do workbookst, desks in rows, and quiet. The key to success

in any program is the teacher and her relationship to students. If each

,child has self-respect and is respected by the teacher, if each child is

motivated and helped to achieve in light of his own capabilities, he is
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likely to be happy and successful regardless of the. system,

Open classrooms are everywhere no matter hoW it appears to

an observer, Surrbundings have little to do with-it. 'The effective

teacher creates.a positive feeling in a classroom and approaches her

tasks in the most humanitarian-way, whatever the program.

In light of this study, it appears that for many of the children in the

Belle Vernon Area School District, openness has provided a setting where

both teachers and the students are functioning with a large degree of success.

Statistically significant poSitive. attitudes were found in seven out of twenty

areas of inquiry with the Marion open. classroom group. The null hypothesis,

therefore, cannot be totally accepted. The children at Marion.expressed

more positive feelings concerning' the availability and use of varied learning

activities and regarding school events scheduled for their enrichment.

More positive. attitudes were found toward the adults at school, and they

expressed greater pride in the physical appearance of the school. To three

key questions in the survey concerning geneial sentiment toward school,

significant positive attitudes were found in the Marion group giving support

to the open concept whatever its form.

Just bordering on significance but highly favorable to the open

group were the attitudes compared assessing the availability of inter-

esting things to do in school each day, and the satisfaction enjoyed corn-

pleting school Work.

Foui' reversals in attitude, although not statistically significant,
a-

were found. The children in the conventional classroom looked forward

517
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more to coming to school.each morning and expressed less dismay at

the daily school workNload. They expressed more positieefeelings

about making. friends in school and noise disturbances.

Both groups expressed identical opinions concerning other chil-
.

drens* performance at school being' a happy place.

-In the five remaining opinions, no statistical significance/was

found. 'However, the percentages favored the open group,who displayed

more positive attitudes in a desire to be in school each day, feeling
* 1.

good in school, helping anew child in school, teacher help, and

grouping:

)The writer ha concluded that regardless "'the program an effec-

tive teacher can create a classroom-climate of love and concern and

can individualize instruction that reflects the childrense strengths and

weaknesses. However, the effective teacher in the open classroom

has, in areas, a distinct advantage over her counterpart. She is func-

tioning in an environment more compatible with'the needs of children

living today-'-and they are responding to it!
V

Recommendations

On the basis of this research the author makes the following rec-..

omniendations:

1. I order to implement fully the concept basic to the success of

an open classroom program, 'teacher-pupil ratios should not
exceed 1 to 20.

2. The training and retraining of teachers and others related to
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the program is a mandatory component of openness. It thust
be continuous.

3. A broader area of investigation following this study might be
undertaken in which the researcher would consider such delimi-
tations as mental age, I.Q., achievement scores, or socio-
economic background.

4. Further studies might investigate, cbildrensi self-image in an
open classroom environment as otposed to a conventional
setting.

5. Additional investigations could compare the oral and written ex-
pressions of children from the open and the_ conventional. class-

.
rooms.
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1. Each morning I look forward to coming to school .

.YES NO

1.
Z. There are many different learning activities atschool friom which.I can choose what I would liketo do

2. El
3. All the grown-ups at my school are friendly- 3. C
4. I like to stay home from school 4. E-.

,
5. My schoolooks nice

5. Eizi
6. I think a new child coin make friends easily in myclass

6.
7. I don't like school because it's too much work . . . 7.
8. Most school days seem like they will never end . . 8
9. This schodl-has events all the time that make mehappy I attend school here 9' n F-71.1..10. l`feei go When I'm at school

10. ri
11. School, is a good place for making friends 11. n
12. I like school because there are so many interestingthings to do

12.
13. My teacher is too busy to help me when I need help 13. 11
14. It would ,be nice if I never had to come back toschool again after today

14. Fl
15. I like it when my teacher teaches the entire class'at the same titre

15. ri
16. I feel unhappy when other children do something

betth r than I d

17. I would rather do almost anything else than schoolwork

18. , It is hard for me to stahappy at school becatIse. Iwish I could 6e somewhere elge

19. Other children are often noisy and bother me when,Pm trying to do my' school work

20.School is a happy place for me to be . ,

16.

17.

18.

19. El
20.

4,
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COMPARATIVE DATA
Marion and North 13elle Vernon

February 1975

Question
J.

i
Marion

1. Each morning I look forward
to coming to school

.

2. There are many different
learning -activities at school
from which I can choose whit
',would like to do . . .--% -: , ,

3. All the grown-ups at my
school are friendly

4. I,,like to stay home from
.4school

%

5. My school looks nice,. .

6. I think,a new child could make
friends easily in my class .

7. rdonl like sehooibecause
it's too much work

8. Most school. days seem like
they will never e tf

9. This school Ads ev ts all the
time that make -me happy I
attend school here .

10. 4 feel good when I'm at school
) .11. School is a good place for

making friends

12, I like school because there
are so many interesting
things to do

es

(

Yes

i
/32 13

45 0

38 7

. 19 26'

43

37 8

10 35

18 27

36 9

32 13

0 5,

40 5

.

North
Belle Vernon Chi -

square

.
III

Yes No

39 6 3.27

40 5 5.29.

19 26 17.29

'21 24 0.18

33. '12 8.46

31 14 Z. 17
-%

01,

9. 36 0,07

-4
32 13 8.82

27 18 4.29

25 , 20 . 2.34

-44 1 2.86

t

33 12 1 3.55
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COMPARATIVE DATAContinued

Question
Marion

/
North

Belle Vernon Chi-
square.

. . Yes No Yes No
I .

13. My teacher is too busy to
.

help me when I need help. .

14. It would be alice if I,never had
'to.. to comieb-ac to schoolagain
aftex: today

i'

15. Ilike* when my teacher
teachs the entire class at .

5the dame time
1

16. I feel unhappy when other.
_

Oildr t.b. do something better
than I'do

..-

17. I would rather do almost
'-anything else than schoot

work . ..) .

18. -Itis h501rd for me to,stay
hppy'at school because I
wish I could be somewhere

-else . sk
4.4

19. Other children are often
noisy -and bother me when
I'm ring to do my school
work

ei
1

20. School is a happy place for
, me to be

.

1

7

.

.

26

12

14

8

41

36

38

19
,

.

33

31

37

4

9

5

16

.

34

12

23

.

20

38

36

,

40

29

11

33

22

25

.

7

9

2.86

4.73

3.20

0.00

3.72

7.47

0.93

0.00

2-

.
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